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"All of us have a stake, as individuals and as a society, in scientific
literaby. An .understanding of science makes it possible for everyone
to share in the richneSs and excitement of comprehending the natural'
world. Scientific literacy enables people to use scientific principles
and processes in making personal decisions and to participate-in
discussions of scientific issues that affect society. A sound grounding
in science strengthens many of the-skills that people use every day,
like, solving problems creatively, thinking critically, working
Cooperatively in teams,' using ;technology effectively, and valuing life-

, long learning. And the. economic productivity of our society is tightly
linked to the scientific and technological skills of our work force:"

Call to Action,
National Science Education Standards, p.

copyright 1996 by the National: Academy of Sciences
Courtesy of the National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
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As edutatorS we strive to reach every student in: our classrooms. We kmeasure our
success:when stUdents grasp anew concept, move.successfulli to the, next grade
level or achieve recognition for their. skills and abilities. However', the:ultimate:test IS',
often.when We see former students as adults. We want to know abOutbollege, their ,

job and family and if,theY are happy with their lives.When.students,are suCcessfUl;
-We are proud of the role we played in their development: _When students struggle ,-
-:With.the transition, from school to post-secondary edOcation and/or work, we often
step back and reflect 'Did we do enaudh.to prepare students'for life after school?',.
What makes the difference'between those students who, are successfUl and those
who are not?

,Colorado's model content standards rePreSent.the 'consensus of thousands of,
parents,, educators; adMinistrators, emPloyers and interestedcoMmunitymernbers.
The standar& were dekieloPed through a twO-yearproCets that involved three:,
publicly reviewed drafts, approxiMately 10,000 resPonses to these drafts and a
series of regional meetings across the state:

The standards refileCt, a:"thinktrig" curriculum one that requires .students to know
basic skills, to ConimuniCate, effeCtively to" solve problerns, and to understand and
apply academic principles :ands tools. They, define a set of skills and knowledge that
will..prepare-COlbrado.Students for eMployment; citizenship and life7long learning in
the new century.' r

,
,Making Stindakds .Work is a tool to help educatorsWeave "academic Content.,
standards, assessments and'school-to=career methods into an integrated and,
coMprehensive,edUcational strategy that prepares,. all students to meet their futUre

The"exaMpleS contained in this publication were created by Colorado:
eduCators to provide a vision of how, teachers can deliver instruction inwajts that
help

.
sstudents high acadic standards, develop effective work habits, and

:gain career
reach em

.

eer knowledge.

Changes in the Workplace

The national economy is undergbing.rnajor'changes.that have-an impact on both the
opportunities aVailable:to Workers and the expectations and needs of their
employers;

. The riUmber'of jobs that emplOY, unskilled workers is rapidly, diMinishing: Those
jobs that do exist inbreasingly,fail to pay a living, wage.
The income gaps among wOrkers who dropped out of high schbOl; those who
:graduated from high school, those who have an associate degree and those
with a bachelor's degree_are significant and growing.Siandards and Assessment

ColOrado enacted legislation iri.,1:993 to adopt a standards-driven syStem of.
education.' Public support for this reforth is ,high :and 48',_other states have
developed, brare in the prOcess of deVelOping, standards for what students should.
khow and be able to do at various points in theirsChooling.

Standards-ldriVen reform is based on the premise that students can achieve more if
the expectations ,for learning; are clearly:defined, if students knOW in advance the -,
criteria for meetingthose,eXpectatiOns and if teaching and assessment support the
expectations and reinforce student effort: :Standards ehhanCe accountability by
fOcusing on student resultt,'not on the curriculum, educational program or other
"inpute used by a particular school.

New technologies and .services continue to emerge rapidly. Nearly 50% of
employer,6 use equipment less than four years old. On average; 42% of non-
Managerial employers now use computers-in their Work.
The drOwth'of_new information and knowledge is eXploding,, doubling' in a span
of ten to,fifteen years:

SchoolS.must,change as,well to ensure that are preparing student's Who,can
succeed in this dYnamic environment.
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Colorado -School -to- Career Partnership

The Colorado School-tO:Career Partnership is a statewide effort assisting local .

schOols and communities to develop a K-16 learning system that promotes
. attainment of high academic standards, career development and' workforce

preparation for every.Student.

areAcaderniCs.and career development are integrated in"classtoornS and worksite
experiences, and aligned with. content standards and, assessment.. There are
currently.91slOcal School-to-Career Partnerships, in Colorado representing 144
school ,districts. An estimated 209,000-K716 students' have-:already participated in
one or more schoOl-to-career activities and the momentum continues to build in
Communities around our state.:

II. Opportunities for Success: This section offers guidelines for educators as they.
help special populations of students, who have diverse and sometimes very
unique needs, meet academic content standards and participate in sChool-to-
career Opportunities.

Veing this Handbook

Making Standards Work is divided into four sections':

"Workplace 'Competencies: This section presents the Colorado General
Workplace,Competencies, which were deVelopedby a business task force of the
Colorado Association of COmmerce and Industry.: These competencies desCribe
the skills and knowledge students need to be successful in Most careers and in
college. The competencies are organized into the follOwing categories

Communication
Organization
Thinking
Technology,
Worker :Qualities

These workplace competencies must be intentionally. Aaught and assessed .

to assist students in transferring classroom learning to the world of work
and to post-secondary education.

In Colorado, Access Skills are those skills that all students must
deenonstrate in order succeed with academic content standards and in
the workplace.. .AcceSs Skills are a combination of the' Colorado General
Workplace Competencies and the Essential Learning principle's defined in
Opportunities for Success.,

Integration Matrices and Classroom 'Activities: This section features grids that
Provide examples of how the. Colorado General Workplace Competencies cross-
'reference withthe Colorado Modei,Content Standards fOr'sciehte., To help'
educators think about how to integrate the workplace competencies' into their
science instruction, the grids are followed by examples of classroom strategies
that combine a specific academic-contentstandard, career development activity,
general workplace Competency and assessment strategy.

Quotes and Resources Through the quotations, Colorado educator's, business'
leader's and, students (with,parental consent) offer their perspectives on
integrating vOrkplace coMpetencies and academic content Standards. The
featured resources prcivide a starting point in locating additional integrated
curriculum, work - based learning opportunities or, connecting activities: They
alai may offer helpful information for eXpanding current edudational strategies:

Activities and resources included in this:handbook are intended for Use at
the discretiOn of loCal districts. They have not been endorsed 'or ratified
by any official Colorado State' body.

IV. ., Sample Rubric:. A rubric is a descriptive measurement for determining what a
student:knows and can do. Assessment rubrics,ialignedwith=the integrated
learning activities on pages 13b,16b and 220; are included., Educators can use
this example to create additional rubrics to assess student learning.

2Making Standards Work Sciende *- Page



'The-Colorado General Workplace Competencies were developed by a businesstask
force of the,COlorado Association of COmmerCe and Industry, in conjunction with the
Colorado,DePartment of Education and the Colorado SchoOl-taCareer Partnership.
These competencies represent the skills that poSt7seCondary.stUdents and-workers :-
need in most: jobs,.regardless of the specific OcOupational area

'These competencies will helpseducatorsrand students Understand the skills and
;knowledge students need to succeed in higher education and the;Workforce. The
competencies also provide Colorado .bUsinesseS with a consistent set of standards'
that promote a skilled workforce.

Organizational Skills Demonstrates the:ability to work: effectively and efficiently

'Planning 7 devises and outline§ a proces§to achieve a,goal and,timeline,
Time Management applies appropriate time to task and manage§mUltiple
priorities*: ;

-Using Resources -identifies, organi±e§, plans and allOcates resources."
Systems Thinkina understands'the nature'df systerhs, deVelops and aclapt§,

Evaluating Collects, evaluates and uses data to monitor and improve
performance

Systemsto meet ;Organizational needs

CommUnication Skills Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay information
clearly and .effectively

Listening-, receives, attends to; understands and respandslo verbal 'and non-
,verbal Messages

,

Speaking clearlY organizes. and effectively presents idea§orally
Reading locates, understands and interprets written information in prose. and
documents to perform tasks

,

Writing =. 'organizes and effectively preserit§:ideas and information in writing
, Interpreting -,delineates and analyzes oral and Written information and '-
synthesizes inforrnation into a Conclusion
Negotiating Works toward agreement while maintaining poSition
Persuading communicates ideas to justify .position,'overcorne resistance and
convince others

Thinking Skills Demonstrates the ability to use reasoning

Problem Solving identifies and recognizes a problern; considers alternatives,
devises and iMplements a logical plan of action
Decision Making,- uses a process to, identify goals and constraints, evaluates

'alternatives and reaches,a conclusion
Creative Thinking generates new" and innovative ideas,
Learning 7 uses efficient techniqUeS to acquire and apply new knoWledge and
skills
Analyzing identifies bias of information: sources,'. evaluates COntradiCtory
information and effectively manages inforrnation
Mathematics 7 performs basic computations ancl,s6lVes practical problems by
applying appropriate mathematical techniques.'



Worker Qualities Demonstrates the characteristics of an effective worker II. OPPORTUNITIES .FOR SUCCESS
GUIDELINES FOR BRINGING OUT THE BEST

IN ALL OF OUR STUDENTS

Self-Management demonstrates punctuality, readiness to work, initiative and
the capacity for life long learning and personal groWth
Team Member -. contributes to groUp effort through cooperation and consensus
Responsibility follows thrOugh consistently with honesty and integrity
Flexibility shows versatility and the ability to change
Leadership creates adirection/vision forothers to follow; alignsrnanageMent
methods with vision and implements a system of accountability
Works with Diversity accepts differences and Works Well with individuals frorti
a variety of backgrounds and/or with divergent philosophies or ideas

"Opportunities for Success" was created through a process that engaged over 2,100
Colorado educators, parents and citizens from,across the state and drew on the
expertise of national professional organizations. Its purpose is to provide guidelines
for educators as they help special populations of students, who have diverse and
sometimes very unique needs, meet academic content standards.

These

TeOtypOlogy Skills Demonstratas the ability to work With a variety ottechnoldgies
and equipMent

guidelines may be useful to:
Curriculum directors as they Coordinate and develop curriculum and
instruction around standards
Classroom teachers as they plan for their students
ASseSsrnent professionals as they develop district and classroom
,assessments
Building level planning committees as they work on school improvement
efforts

Demonstrates. ComputerLiteracy uses keyboarding skills;,coMputer programs.-
and understands basic computer operations
Selects Technoloay chooses 'appropriate procedures:tools or equipMent
Applies Technoloay understands overall intent of and proper procedures, for
using selected technology and equipment
Uses Technical' Information interprets and uses data generated from a variety
of teehnOlogical aeviCes

A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The four areas described below (Essential Learnings,-ClasSroom practides,,
Assessment praOtices and Service Options) are designed to assist special needs
studentsgain the'skills neCessary to reach high acadeniic standards.

Note:: Technology refers to any deVice,. tool Or piece of equipmeht that facilitates.or
supports efficient coMpletiOn of work; including machinery; Computers; scientific
equipment, fax machines, voice mail, overhead projeCtors, VCRs, cash registers,
and calculators.

Essential Learnings the knowledgeand skills that special needs students require,
to maximize their,. educational growth and development

Students who are diverse learners need to learn:

1: ComrpuniCation skills,to exprets and Understand thoughts and opinions
in a variety of settings, situations and with diverSe populations.

Making Standards Work Scienae Page 4



Decision making and problem solVing skillS:and'strategies.

3:. Basic, language Skills and a broad vocabulary 'to use as building blocks; in
developing reading, writing and.critical thinking..,

4 Self-advOcacy skills'to make their needs and .wants known in socially*
constructive ways in learning, work ancrsOCial situations..

5. ,Personal strengths and capabilities and the ability to use this knowledge to
act responsibly at school and work.

6. Social: skills to develoP positive relationships with peers and >adults in -a
. ,

variety of settings and SituationSand:with diverse populationS.-

Organizational skills and study strategies for school, and work.
skillS inelude;but are not limited1O:

Time, Management
Goal setting
Management and use of materials/resOurces
Learning Strategies.

Career development Skills to'make, pursue and maintain; persOnal
erriPlOyment chbices.

Irnportant

9.. use of tools and technology to augnient learning and access
infOrrnation.

Classroom Practices the range of instructional practices and strategies, that
teachers employ to help a special population of student's learn, These include, but
are not limited to:

", Time
SPace
Modality.:
Grouping
Presentation
ClassrOOrn.Organizatidn and behavior,Management
Materials
Equipment E

- Technology
Environment

With the needs Of diverse learners in Mind,.;educators' need to employ appropriate

Student Self-ManageMent Strategies
Use'Use strategies designed to promote student self-management and .

independence.

, ,Provide consistency, structure and Clear expectationS.

Provide appropriate positive learning.reinforCement: feedback and
recognition for student accOmpliehrnent.-

. :Setting,fOr. InstrUction and Learninci
,Promote supportive and responsive climates' that facilitate'social and.:
cultural learning and allow studentS to-take risksiand learrfrom failure.

Provide opportunities and environments that alloW all students to
partiCipate meaningfully in instructional and social activities

AdaPt physical environments to match the learning needS,of students.

MakingStandarde Work 'Science Page
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InstruCtional Practice

IncorPorate life skills; social and affectiye skills' and self-advoCaby skills
throughoUt the -

Assessment Practices the accommodations and adaptations necessary for a
special population to adequately demonstrate knoWledge and'skills.

In assessing thelearning of diverse leirners, edUcators need to

1. Allow for a variety of assessments that evaluate what is being taught,Choose teaching and learning methods that match the learning needs
and alylea of the students.

Incorporate direct instruction of how-to-learn skills and thinking skills
throughout the curriculum.

. Ensure the language of instruction effectively communicates and
.promotes, student UnderStanding.for students with special. needs:

PortfolioS,
'Assesstnent of daily, work
Observations'
Self-and peer; evaluations.

:Demonstrations and Projects'
Oral tests
CodPerative group assessments
Family, Community and:employer evaluations/observations

2. Ensure that the' language used in assessment is consistent with the
language used during instruction and reflects, the student's preferred mode.,
of 'communication, ,considering: the:

StUdent's culture/preferred language
Clarity,of instructions:
Verbal and non- verbal. options (i.e., sign language)

3. Consider the student's unique. needs when determining the content
of theasaessment."

Identify the skills and content to be assessed and ensure that
assessments test only the content that Was taught.

Use methods; to pramote active learning, includind hands:on learning;
real-world and experiential learning, community -based learning and
learning involving, student choice.

Uselearning materials, equiPment and media tailored to the unique
learning:needs ofstudents,

Design and, implement specific opportUnities for students to apply and
transfer learningto a variety of.sithations,.both familiar and new.-

Use varied and flexible grouping.Strategies for instructional purposes.

Use flexibility in pacing instriktiOn; schedUlingand the use of time
based on the needs of indiVidual students..

-Communicate and. collaborate with: otheiteachera, specialists, students,
familiea and 'approPriate agencies in.planning'and implementing
effective- instruction. Design assessments' to .deterrnine What the student knoWs as, Opposed'.

to what the sti.ident does not know.
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.

Ufilize student's prior knoWledge to, determine instruction and
subsequentassessmepts.

Identify indiVidual learning styles*and design assessments to elicit a
variety,of thinking and,apPlication skills

4. Design asseSsMentprocedures,and abcommodations to meet
individual stuqent needs

Assess in the student's primarY communication mode (i.e.,,Braille,.Sign_
language, picture board).

Use a variety Of people (i.e.; family; peers, eMployers, -other
professionals) .in the assessment procesS.

.: Use techhOlogy for presentation ,of assessment and:student.responsb.-

5.. flexibility in the time andscheduling of asSesSMents.

. Allow extended time.

Allow the*student to take breaks.

Divide assessments into smaller SegMents.

SChedule'aSsessmentSwhen'students can 'perform best.'

Use untimed assessments.

`6. Allow for a variety of assessment environments., COnsider the
:purpose of the assessment and the student's unique needs:and chdose
the environment that fits best.:

,

Consider the student's phYsical condition, attention,span;
distractibility, emotional state and medical condition,,at the time of
assessment.

'Control for distractions.,

Create supportive settings that encourage student participation.

Se preferential seating.

Use,real life:settings and other. environments.

Consider the eValuation criteria that will be dsed.when desibning
assessments and:set the criteria prior to assessment.

Involve others in determining realistic expectations and goals for the
Student.

'ProVide:farnilSi and OtherstbeopPoriunity to assist in interpreting
assessment results:

Make expectatiOns-and,cilteria clear and explicit.

Provide a variety :of grading. methods,' including:
IndividUal grading scale
Narrative reports
Group grades

Making Standards Work Science Page,



Service Options systerns of organizing people and materials to'supply and deliver ;.

educational oppOrtunities,'accOrnmodations and supports in order for students or
. , given populations to become. successful learners.

For diverse learners to have adequate 'opportunities to learn, schools will:

. Involve families, community members and peers integrally in 'the design
and implementation'of educational services-for all children :and youth.

2. Use shared and flexible resources; including persdnnel, Money, facility,
program, time and administrative,processes to meet students' needs and
to offer appropriate: services by providers with specific expertise.

3. :Offer cUrriculum'and instruction that is diversified through a variety of
modificatione, including alternative scheduling, accessibility, optimal
learning environments, grouping, accommodation of multiple learning
styles, setting appropriate eXpectations, student-teacher ratios and:a
variety_ of instructional techniques.

A. Support collaborative planning with individual students, team members,
family members, the community and other agencies with the Managernent

`Oftime and resources.

Offer a menu of, educational opportunities. to students, faMilies and school
personnel for continuous improvement of.services to students.

9. Offer support_ services to assist students in managing behavior, expressing
needs, deVeloPihg friendships, resolving conflicts, making choices and
planning their lives.

B. ADAPTATIONS

Adaptations are changes made to the environment, curriculum, instruction and/or
assessment practices in order to help a student become a successful learner.
Adaptations are 'based on'the'strengthe, and needs of individual students and may
vary in intensity and degree.

Adaptations include:

Accommodations:

5. Design support services for students that help them with life
management, including safety, health, wellness, social relationships and
learning:

Accommodations are adjustmente rnade in how a student accesses and
demonstrates learning. They dO not substantially change the instructional
level, content or the performance criteria. The changee are made in order
to provide students equal access -to' learning and an equ'al opportunity to
demonstrate what they know. Acdommodations include changes in and/or
provisions for the following:

6.: Assure students the Opportunity to plan and prepare fOrsucCessful life
adjustment after high school, including career development; community
involvement'post-seCOndary.education, recreation and leisure dhoices,
and daily living activities:

Presentation and/or reeponse format and procedures .
Instructional strategies
Time/scheduling
:Attitudes
'Architecture'
Environment
Equipment

7. -Maximize the use of lechnology for learning. School professionals,
families, and students use-technology competently.'
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2. 'Modifications:
Modifications are substantial changes in what a student is expected to
learn and demonstrate. ,They are made to provide students with
opportunities to participate meaningfully and prbduCtively in learning
experiences and environments.. Modifications inclUde changes in the
following:

Instructional level
Content
Performance. criteria

* Under Colorado Law 22 7407 et. seq. C.R.S.;:a student must have a
Special Education Individualized Education _Plan (IEP) to qualify for modifications to
the standards, unlesS.the modifications' exceed tpose of, district/state.content_
Standards;

OpportunitieS for Success contains many strategies for specific, special` population,
groups inclUdihg::

.1Attention Deficit Disorder
Chapter I (Title 1)
Deaf/E3lind

. Deaf/Hearing Impaired
Gender.
Gifted Individuals
Language Minority Students

;Learning Disabilities (Perceptual/ConimuniCative)
Migrant Students .,

1Physically.; Disabled and 504
Prevention Initiatives _(High-Risk)
Race,.

-Significant-CognitiVe Challenges
Significant Identifiable EmOtionarbisabilities
Speech/Language:Needs'
TraUrnatic.Brain InjUry
Visual Disabilitiee

h.

The:completeVersiOn of Opportunities for SuCcess can
be purchased for $18.00 by, contacting:,
Tbe.,ColOraclo Departi-nent of Education

Special-EdubatiOn Services Unit
(303) 866-6690' '

Making Standards Work Science F'age



INTEGRATION MATRICES AND
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

INTEGRATING SCIENCE STANDARDS
WITH WORKPLACE COMPETENCIES



SCIENCE
Academic:Content Standard
1.. Students understand 'the Processes of scientific'

investigation and design, condUct, and can

communicate aboul and eyaluate such
investigations.'

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS

a. asking questions and stating'

predictions (hypotheses)' that can be
,

addressed througlfscientific
investigation

A

Workplace Competencies

I
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selecting and using simple.dev,ices to

gather data related to an investigation

c. Using data based on obseryations.to.

construct .a rOakriable explanation .

d. communicating about.investigations

and:explanations
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Students.underatand the processes of scientific ,

invetigation and design, conduct, communicate
abOuLand evaluate such investigations.

Bt40^P."
-

bl selecting and using simple devices to gather data
related to an investigation

-Technology Skills: Selects Technology
chooses apprOpriateprocedures, tools, or
equipment

RESOURCE

;Eisenhower National Clearinghouse (ENC) offers K-12 teachers'
and:othereducators.free information about mathematics and
science'curricUIUM resources' available throughthe InteMer or toll-
free modem access to. ENC Online, in print and on CD-ROM.

Eisenhower. National Clearinghouse
1829 Kenny Road

Columbus, OH .4321071079
800/621 -5785

'6147292-2066 (faZ).
800/362-4448 (Modern)
info @enc.org

htip://wwW.enc.org

ACADEMICONTENT STANDARD
Students select five objects -to measure and weigh. The .
students then predict the measurements and weights of the five

. objects and classification (such as which object is-the largest,
which is the smallest, heaviestand lightest) and record their.
gueSses; Students then measure and weigh the five object
and record the actual results using a data table and a graph.
Students then write a statementebOutthe accuracy of their
predictioris and the actual weight and measurement of the
objects. '

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
EValuate students on: ,

- the'accuracy of their measurements .
the presentation of their data table and graph
the accuracy of their written statement.

WORKPLACE- COMPETENCY
TECHNOLOGY.SKILLS: SELECTS TECHNOLOGY
Evaluate students on theirability to:

select the most appropriate measuring tool to measure a
wide variety of objects
identify advantages and constraints of each measuring.

devce..
WORKPLACE COMPETENCY

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS: SELECTS TECHNOLOGY.
Students choose the appropriate measuring device for the
object or distance they are going to measure and discuss the

-;advantages and constraints of each device (i.e. using a ruler to
. measure the length of the room:'or using a meter stick to-

'Measure the thiCknesS of a piece of paper):

:

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite a cartographer; civil engineer or surveyor to talk to the'
class about the tools they use for measurement and the skills
and training needed in their career. The speaker c'analSo
discuss:the impact 'of technology.

COMMUNITY
Students create a school map/community map or check their,
current map for. accuracy and suggest any changes that may
he needed.' . .

Making'Standards Work Science Page



SCIENCE
Academic' Content 'Standard .

2. Physical Science: SiudentS know and understand

. common Properties, forms andchanges in matter;

.and energy.

2.1 Students knoW that matter has characteristic

properties, which are relaled to its composition and

structure.

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS

a examining, describing, classifying,'

and comparing tangible objects in

%terms ofcommon physical properties

Workplace Competencies
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay
information clearly and effectively

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker
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b., measuring common physical

properties of objects'

c. creating mixtures and separating

them baSed on differences in
properties
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2. Physical Science: Students know and understand
common properties, forms, and changes in matter
and energy. .

2.1 Students know that matter has characteristic
properties, which are related to its,.
composition and structure.

. measuring'common'physidal properties of objects,

Thinking Skills: Analyiing
identifies bias of information sources,'eValuates
contradictory information and effectively manageS
information .

QUOTATION

"ThiS'(thath) knowledge will help me in, the real world and my
faVOrite subjeCt: cience."

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
'Teacher discussesklesCribes the three states of matter: solid,
liOuid and gas and how Matter is measured by its Volume and
weight. Students then make ice,cream in the classroom to.
observe the change. in 'state from liquid to-solid. Students
observe and record changes in the state of ice cream at
different temperatures by keeping track of temperature and
.volume.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate students on their ability to:

. identify ,factors that affect the state of ice cream (heat and .;
Cold)
explain the, ifferent states of Matter (liquid and solid),
explain or demonstrate how different states of matter is
'Measured
deSCribe why food produCte mUst be kept at certain
temperatures.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY'
THINKING SKILLS: ANALYZING'
'The concept of analyzing is explored and'elements' are listed
by the class. teacher presents what it means to, analyie
information.by using the data (temperatures) collected tram the"
ice cream experiment. The, class then disCussee the range of
temperatures at which food is.cooked and the possible reasons
for the Variation. Applying This.framework to abOve activity,
students analyze ice.crearri in various states andsuggest
possible explanations for those differences...

.CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Students discuss why and hOwprofessionals in various fields
analyze information. :

Invite a refrigeration specialist-in to speak to the class about,
how refrigeration is created.
Talk with a produce manager about what foOds need 'to be
refrigerated and why:,

'WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING'SKILLS:' ANALYZING.,

valuate the students on their ability.to:;..
define the Word analyze
identify information that gives possible 'causes and reasons
cl.etermine when more information is heeded'
giVe an example othow they have analyzed.a situation:

.. identify whythe skill otanalyzing is imPoilant,' '

'COMMUNITY'
Students take a,study.trip to a grbeery store to identify the
different temperatures at which food is kept and the Way stores
maintain these 'temperatures. The discussion may focus on
hoW the store managers analyze information to make deCisions
about food storage and display. .

Making Standards Work Science Page I 1



SCIENCE.
Academic.Content Standard
'3.. Life Science: Students know and understand the

characteristids and'strUcture of living things, the

processes bf life; and how livind.things interact with

each other and their environment:

3.4 Students know and understand huh organisms:

change overtime in terms of biological evolution and

genetics:

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS /

a. ,identifying characteristics that are

. common to all individuals of a'

species

G

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively

cbe
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Workplace Competencies

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace
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THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker
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b. recognizing that there'are differences

in appearance among individuals of .

the same population or group

-

0.- identifying characteristics of plants,

and animals that alloW,them to live in

specific env&oriments'

d:' desbribing examples of. extinct

organisms based on fossil, evidence
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3..'Life Science: Students know and understand the

,characteristics and structure of living things, the
processes of life, and how living things interact
with each other and their environment..
3.4 Students. know and underitand how

organisms change over time in terms of
biological evolution and genetics:

b: recognizing that there are differences in
, appearance among individuals of the same

. population or group

CommUnicatioh Skills: Interpreting
delineates and analyies 'oral and written
information and synthesizeS information into a'

,conclusion

RESOURCES

The'DenVer Rocki MoUntain New§ - in Education

While other textbooks lo§e relevance soon after being printed, the
newspaPer is the only .up-to-the-minute text available that brings life
direCtly.into your classroom. When You're part of the Denver ROCki
Mountain News NIE program, you give your students this living
textbook, with new 'information and photos--eVery day. With its
convenient format, the Denver Rocky MoUntain NeWs reads like a book

, .

,andfits on a desk. :

www.insidedenver.cominie,.

The Denver Post - Newspaper In Education:
Program components:

Monthly:resource packets
Twice monthly faxed lesson plans with activities based on Colorado
model' Ontent standards in language arts, history and math., .

. Monthly SpeCial features in ColOrado 'Kids on diver§ity issues.'
International pen pal opportunities

www.denverpost.Com/nie/nie:htm

LEARNING ACTIVITI

:ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD'
The class discusees how the same population or group.(i.e.;
hUmans) may have different physical characteristics. Each
student writes'their own characteristics on a card (blonde hair,-
blUe eyes, wears glasses:, etc.) The teacher gather§ the cards,
mikes thern up and selects a card-at random. Reading off the
characteristics, the.Clas§atteMptSlo identify the classmate that
fits the description. HI

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION SKILLSANTERPRETING
The class discusses the skill,of interpreting and identifies how it
is used Using the activity above, the class discussee and
interprets which-deScriptors are most helpful and which are
least helpful and why,

ASSESSMENTS- ,

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
EValuate the students on their ability to:

.. identifyharacteristics of populations
identify the, similarities and differences of characteristics.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Students write a.letter (or e -mail) to a Colorado. geneticist or''.
.'Ask Scientist .regarding genetics as well as the' education
and/or training needed to enter the field and howinterpreting is
used.

',COMMUNITY
Students create a collage using, pictures of themselves,
community members, and from magazines to showcase the
similarities anddifferences among us.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION SKILLS: INTERPRETING
Evaluatethelstudents on their ability to

define the 'skill of interpreting
.

identify and analyze the utility of various de§criptors
- reach and defend a conclusion regarding which, descriptors

are.the most and least helpful. ,

41
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SCIENCE
Academic Content Standard
4. .Earthand'SPace ScienCe: Students know and.

understandthe proCesses.and interactions of-EaAh

systems and the structure and dynamics of 'Earth 'and

other objects in space,

4.2 Students know and understand the general :

charaCteristias of the atmosphere and fundamental

PrOcesSes of, weather:.

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS

a.. recognizing that the Sun is a principal

source of Earths,heat and light

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively

,.

Workplace Competencies

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace
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THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies
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WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker

A

b., recognizing how our daily activities

are affected by, the weather.

c: desbribing existing weather:-
-conditione Collecting and reccrding-

weather data

1:0;*
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4: Earth and Space Science: Students know and
understand the processes and interactions. of
Earth's syStems and the structure and dynamics of
Earth and other objects in space.
4.2 Students knowand understand the general

charaCteristics of the atmosphere and
fundamental processes of weather.

a. recognizing that the Sun is a principal source of
Earth's heat and light

Organizational Skills: Systems Thinking, .

understands the nature of'systems, develops and
adapts systems to meet organizational needs

National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL)

NREL's300-acre campus is I,obated,at the foot of South Table
Mountain in,GOIden;Colo., Major research facilities include: Solar

'Energy Research Facility' housing the NatiOnal Center for
PhOtovoltaics, Field Test Laboratory BUilding, Thermal Test
Facility, Alternative Fuels User Facility and Process'
Development Unit, Solar Furnace and Solar Radiation Research'
Laboratory , National WinO'Technblogy Center, and

=Thermochemical Users Facility. 'NRELYs administrative offices
-Occupy leaSed space in Denver West Office Park:

www.nreLgov

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Teacher pretents the basic components of the solar system
and its prooesses. "Focusing on the sun, students determine ,

the sun's attributes and its relationShip to other. planetary
.. objects in the solar system. Students brainstorm and record

the positive and.negative'influences the'sbn has. on the earth.'!*
Students are given two paper cups filled with soil and a.
thermometer stuck in each. Students enclOse.one cup' in 'a
sealeciplastic bag and then both cups are-placed under a lamp
(with 6=8 inches between the, lamp and the cups).

'Usinga graph, students recOrd,the temperature of the.air
above the soil every.5.mirutes for 30 minutes. Students
predict wharthetemperature of the cup 'of soil in the sealed
bag will be and the unsealed cup of soil. Students then
cornpare the two temperatures and 'write a statement of their
observations and a hypothesis-aboutthe differenbes and/or

:sirnilaritiesin the data.

WORKPLACE-COMPETENCY'
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS: -SYSTEMS THINKING
As a class, discuss the characteriatiCs of a sistern. Student ;
predict some of the effects and the possible sequence of
events if the Earth clicinOt have a sun or if our atmosphere no
longer filtered out some of the sun's rays. The class may use
resources, frOm the National Renewable Energy Lab in Golden,
COlorado (see resource).

ASSESSMENTS

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate the students on their:ability to:

identify attributes of The sun and its relationship to other
planetary objects ,

identify positive and 'negative influences the sun has on the

measure the air temperature accurately in the experiment
record the data correctly.

'WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS: SYSTEMS THINKING
Evaluate the students on their ability to: s

- identify the characteristics Of a system
predict the impact of changes in,the atmosphere due to the
sun .

describe a sequence of cause and effect.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite a representative from the National" Renewable.Energy
Lab to OiSCUSS the ozone layer and solar energy.
Invite a weather' reporter or-meteorologist to discuss the
sun's irnpaCt on our. weather.

EXTENSIONS ,

Students research and create a pamphlet regarding the
effects of the sun on our skin andihe benefits of sunscreen.
Students may also write an 'article for their local newspaper or'
school newsletter about the behefitS of sunscreen.

COMMUNITY ,

Students create a bUlletin board of their learriings and displace
,' it in the sahool. ., .

Students monitor a School weather station and communicate
data to the cOmmunity. Making Standards Work Science, Page 13,



SCIENCE
Academic Content Standard
5. 'Students know and understand interrelationships

among science, teohnol6gY, and human'adtivity and

hoWthey can affect the World.

Workplace.COinPetencies
COMM UN ICATIONISKILLS

Demonstrates the ablity to receive and relay
information clearly and effectively

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS

a. recognizing the diversity of resources

provided by,the Earth and Sun

,b. inventing a device that addresses an

everyday,problem (or taik), and
communicating the Problem (or task),

design, and ablution

c: describing resource-related activities

in which they Could participate that.

can.benefit their communities

d.' identifying careers that use science
'and technology.
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5. Students know and understand interrelationships
among-science, technology, and human activity
and how they can affect the world.

d. identifying careers that use science:and technology

Thinking Skills: Creative Thinking
generates new and innovative ideas

- The Center on Education and Work is a non-prOfit organizatiOn
that provides a variety of resources for job seeking, career
planning, occupational edubation, and.Special needs education
throUgh handbooks, wOrkbooke, videotapes, and computer --

software materials.

Cenfer oh Education and Work
::University of Wisdonsin-Madison

,',School of Education ,

964 Educational Sciences Building
1025 W:JOhnson Street '

Madison, WI' 53706
800/446-0399:

608/262-9197 (Fax)
wwW.cew.wisc:edu

'ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Students chobse"an adult in their'life to interview.(parent,
grandparent, teacher) The interview questions must include
the 'following areas:

chosen career
- preparation /requirements for that career .

how does technological advanceseffect this career area
are there anyscience related components of the career if

; so, hove
are there technological implications or devices used'and'if
they. have changed and how .

how does the career interact with Or effect the community.'

'WORKPLACE COMPETENCY.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate the students-On theirabilityto:

identify and ask an adult to be,interviewed
write and ask the interview.questiona appropriately

' redord the discUssion clearly ,

see and communicate the relationship between the career
and the Community.

THINKING SKILLS:-CREATIVE THINKING
The concept of Creativity is defined. Students design a creative
presentation (poster, overheads, collage, role.Play, etc.) and'.
present to the dais: The presentation must include.the
interview information and identify at least 3 other career area
that involve science, technology, or both and how: '

CAREER DEVELOPMENT/COMMUNITY'
As a class, create a collage of interviewees and their careera;
"Indicate how these careers interact with the community (bOth
positive and negative aspects); Display.thisCollage at the
'school, the county /city offices, or library-,

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
' THINKING SKILLS CREATIVE THINKING

,

Evaluate the students on their ability to:. ..,'
infUsathe information gained frOm the interview into.a,
creative presentation
present the information in a clear and understandable .

,

manner .

.
.

portray/illustrate the relationship between'the career and the ,

community .

identify and show how at least three other Career areas
involvescience, technology, or both
participate in the collage,creation. .

. .

'
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SCIENCE
A'adenlic Content Standard

Students understand thatsCiende involyes:a.

partidular way of knowing,an'cl understand Common

connections among disCiplines.

Workplace Competencies
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay
information clearly and effectively

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker

GRADES K-4
BENCHMARKS

a. recognizing thatwhen a science
experiment is repeated with"the same

conditions', the experiment generally

works the same way -

b: comparing knowledge gained from

direct experience to knowledge-

-gained indirectly

c.,1) ....kg) c..,c1
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c. identifying observable patterns and

.. changes in their lives and predidting;

future events based on those

patterns

d:. describing end comparing the

,corriponents and interrelationships Pf

a simple system

e. comparing a model with what it
represents
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6. Students understand that science involves a
particular way of knowing and understand common
connections among scientific disciplines.

b. Corriparing'knowledge gained from direct
-experience to knoWledge gained indirectly

Thinking Skills: Analyzing
identifies bias, of information sources, evaluates ,

contradictory:information and effectively manages
information .

Science-Ask the EXperts! is maintained by the Regional Alliance for'
Mathematics and 8cience-Education. It has an excellent selection
of topics in health, physical education, engineering, medicine,
mathernatics,arth and space science, and science ,.humor. The

,website offerserchivei of questions (and'answers) asked in the
''past, as well as the opportunity to subMit additional querie6.

ra.terc.edidalliance/TEMPLATE/regional_networks/cia/icieilce/experts.cfni

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
In small groups, students observe their school yard oncea
month and note changes they observe in plants, animals,
weather and what people are wearing. Students chart all
information and add to the chart each month.. Students create
a visual aid that represents the different seasonal pattern,in
nature.Students_also read stories and/or science books about
the changing seasons and compare their observations to the
descriptions contained in these resources.

WORKPLACE COMP ETE NCY
THINKING SKILLS: ANALYZING
As a class, identify the elements of analyzing. Students identify
any characteristics regarding weather patterns in the resources
or in obserVationS. Students identify.any contradictory,
information; they obtained aboLit the seasons and analyze
possible explanations for these differences.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate students on their, ability to:'

identify seasonal patterns in nature
create a visual aid that represents the different seasonal
patterns in nature .

'state the difference between their observations of'seasonal
'patternS and the written descriptions they haVe read.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING SKILLS ANALYZING
:Evaluate students on their

identify the elements of analyzing
identify characteristics from the reading and their
observations

' -see differences between what they see andwhat they read,
list reasons for the, difference's.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite a zoologist or veterinarian to speak to the class about
how seasons change the behavior of animals and how he/she
uses the skill of analyiing to find:the cause of the behavior.
The 'speaker also could discUssnis/her career path.

COMMUNITY
Students create informational posters on how to dress
'appropriately for the different seasons and post it throughout
'their Schad building.

Making Standards Work Science Page
1
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ugsaa SCIENCE
Acadeinic Content Standard
1. Students Understand the processes of scientific

investigation and design, donduct: and can

communicate about and evaluate such

investigations.

WorkOace Coinpeteriele§
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and

efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies
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GRADES 5-8
BENCHMARKS / \>`;`tb

a. identifying and evaluating alternative

-:explanations and procedures
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WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker

b. using examples to demonstrate that

scientific ideas are used to explain

preAous observations and to predict '.

future events

c. -asking ,questions and stating

hypotheses that lead to different

. types of'scientific investigations

d. creating ,a written plan for an

' investigation

e., using appropriate tools,,technologies.

and measurement units to gather and

orga6ize data,

f. interpreting and evaluating data in

order to formulate conclusions

g. communicating results of their

investigations,in appropriate ways

11.
<0:10
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1. Students understand the processei:of,scientific
investigation and design,,,condubt, communicate
about and evaluate such Linvestigatiohs..

e. using appropriate tools, technologies, and
measurement units to gather and organize data

Technology,Skills.: Selects Technology
chcioses appropriate proeedures, toolS or
equipment

.
likescience fbr three reason's: One, seience takes you plebes'

you've never been before. Two you learn'ebOUt the hUman'body:!
Three, you learn about the wildest thirigs on earth."

Tony.3arten, 6th Grader

ACADEMIC CONTENT, TANDARD
Students, in groups of 2-3, investigete the use of trail
pheromoneS,by termites, using Eastern subterranean termites.
Students draw a line on filter paper and observe the termites to
see if it followS the pen line or not

After eXperimenting,with different colorS,'brandS and styles of
pens, students proPose.a hypothesis for the behavior of the
termites and, then Usethe ScientifiOmethod to test their
hypothesis: This 'activity creates more questiOnS than it-

: answers, sostudents can revise their hypothesis and retest
many times Students need to continually rebord,tneir
Observations and create a data table Showing,termite

. responses. 'Students also need to write,each new qUestion that ,

occurs to them as they are engaged in this.abtivity

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY.,
' TECHNOLOGY SKILLS: SELECTS. TECHNOLOGY:

Students create a table, chart or graph and brainstorm' ::
Strategiesla display their'hyPOthesis, tests findings.
Student's may choose'from all available tools,tO do so (e.g. a,
computer pipgrarn, 'graph paper,:etC.). Career information :

,discovered is-shared. The internet may be-used to gather this
'information aSwell.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
invite a representative from a' pest control office to speak to
the class on the possible damage done by termites 'and the.

:-technological tocils,used in thii:profession.
'Invite an expert on termites to discuss'chemical
communication in termite societies.

`,COMMUNITY
Students create'a brOchUre about termites and: what to.look for
to find termite damage.

, . . .

.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD,
Evaluate students On their ability to:. ,

follow the directionS of the experiment
make observations
record their observations accurately',

create-Valid buestiOns to be addressed
create a hypothesis, based on the findings.

:.WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
TECHNOLOGY SKILLS: SELECTS TECHNOLOGY
Evaluate students on their ability,to:

of-loose an apOropriate type of technology to create teir

create a report (pictorial,.Written, etc) to portray their findings.,

Making Standards Work Science Page
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'Academic COntdnt Standard
2. Physical Science: Students know and understand

Common properties, forms and changes in matter

and energy.

: 2.2 Students know that energy appears in different

fcinns, and can move (be transferred) and'cange

(be,transforrned).

1
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b. describing qualitative and quantitative

relationships, 'Using data and

'observationa'and graphs associated

with energy transfer or energy

',transformation
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a. physical Science: Students know and, understand ,

Common propertiee, forms, and changes in matter
and energy.
2.2 Students knoW that energy appeare in

different forms, and can move (be,transferred)
- and change (be transformed).

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC-CONTENT STANDARD.:
Stu,dents:will have'ComPleted a unit on physics and discussed
the definition and differences between quantitative and
qualitative data In small groups, students design a roller

'coaSter or slow flyingpaper airplane using their knowledge of
energy and motion: :

y After designing and testing their planes or railer coasters;:
:students measure the distance their creations traveled and time
in seconds it took to travel that distance. The students then
calculate the speed using the:formula, speed := distance
divided by time. StUdents create.a data table showing all
measurements and calculations.

b: describing qualitative and quantitative relationships,
using:data and observations and graphs;
associated with energy transfer or energy
transformation .

-Organizational Skills: ,Ptanning
devises and outlines :a process to:achieve a goal, -

and timeline:

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS:: PLANNING
The class discusses the steps of planning and brainstorms
many ways the skill is used:, Student grobps deVelopa written,:'
step_ -by-etep plan of how they are going to devel6P-and design
the project. 'Then students create a detailed.blUeprint'of the ,

actual rallercoaster/plane., The blueprint must include
measurements, angles, formillas.;Speeds; etc:

,The ScienCe of:designing rollercciasters is basic physics; pOtential
energy,- potential conVerted.to kinetic energy; speeds, stresses
on the,ride and reactions tbforCee: Engineers of rollercoasters know
their math, physics and G, loads. Designing rollerebasters is a fun
business, that' challenges technical skills, something only imagined
your dreams and'the sky the limit = maybe beyond the sky, who
knows." .

.

Dal Freernan,
Directorof Engineering'

Arrow Dynamics Inc.

-.ROneldV.-T,00mer
Designer of Viper Rollercoaster
President, Arrow Dynamics

,

:CAREER D EVELOPMENT
. Invite an aeronautical engineer to discuss airplane design.'.

Invite guest speakers such as archifects,andengineers to'
'discuss the planning involved in these types.ofprofessions.

Ed Dampier
Technical Manager

Six' Flags Magic Mountain

COMMUNITY'
.

Students visit an elementary clasSroorn to share The aboVe
activities and explain speed to the younger students. .

'Students take a study trip toa local amusement park to
, , .

collect data and infOrrnation on various rides in'the park:

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD,
Evaluate etUdentsori their:ability to

' 'identify, quantitative and qualitativedata
collect inforMation and use the data effectively.
Create a realietic'and ,wellthought-out design.

Student'groupsalsb evaluate Other
,

groups on
the creativity and,functionality'of their design,-

2 <-

WORKPLACCOMPETENGY ,

',ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS: :PLANNING'
Students will. be. evaluated on their ability fix

. identify the steps used in planning
work well as a member of a team
use resources. and time effectively,
identify other tasks and environments that require planning.

EXTENSION
,A great collection of roller coaster pictures; Coaster-related
events and newe,and'answers tOfrequently asked questions'
'for roller coaster buffs can be fOund at:

httP://sunsite.unc.edu/darlene/coaster/coaster.html

Making Standards Work Science Paae 7
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Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively
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ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies
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Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker
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3. Life Science: Students know 'and understand'the
characteristics and structure of liYing things, the
processes of life, and how living things interact
with each other and their environment.
3.1 Students knOW and understand the'

characteristics of,living things, the diversity. of
Me; and how living things interact with 'each
Other and with their environment.

a.: constructing and using clasSification systems
based on the structure of organisrns.

Organizational Skills: Using ResourCes
identifies, organizes, plans and allocates
resources.

ING.ACTIVITIES'

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
StUdents research the medicinal value of trees,and plants in
the rainforest using traditional and online research sources.:
Students identify as many medicines that originate in the:,
rainforest as they can and Write anassay or create a visual
presentation describing their findings and claSsification Of-each

: plant.

ASSESSMENTS'

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
EYaluate the students on theirability to:.

demonstrate their understanding of the characteristics of
'plant's and trees and'hoW they,iriteract with the environment
accurately.and thoroughly list the plants Using a classifiCation
system : ,

justify their estimations:of _trees cut downand remaining
carbbn'diOxide
explain the effects of deforestation on Our world 'using a Well-
Organized presentation.

Students estimate the nurnber of rainforest trees' cut doWn'eaCh
Year and the amount of carbon dioxide that.remains in; the
atmosphere as a resulof deforestation:. Students then' answer
the question: What effect does this have oh our world? (plants,
hUmans, wildlife, etc.):

,WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS:. USING. RESOURCES
Evaluate the students on their ability ',"

give example's and uses of 5 different resources'
list the resources used.to looate,the.information
list resources yyhiCh werelielpful; which weranot, and Why.

YWORKPLACE COMPETENCY
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS: OSING,RESOURCES
Students define the, concept of Organiiing and using resources.
Students*then name and use at least five-different research
sources (Internet'encyclopedias, People, etc.) and, evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of the varioUs sources.,
Student identify at leasethree jobs that would utiliie the
research sources:

"I like Science a lot because Scienoe is really, fun; especially
when we 'got to dissebtiort It's fun,becaUse Ybulearn newand
weird things and you get to try experiments."

- Kelley McCourt; 6th Grader

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite a conservationist.to help the students explore the.
following questions: . , .

What resourcesIdoeS the U.S. uSeo protedits.wildlife?
How does.the U.S. pOlicy differ froin the policies in central
Americanoountries and why? ' v

What major problems do conservationists from the U.S. and
other countries Confrontin their,work?.
What kind of education and training is needed to pursue a

,career in the field?

EXTENSION
Students identify products, manufactured from tropiCal woods.
such as teak, rosewood or mahogany and illustrate these in a
logo or pdster which'explains the cOnsequences of their use
Identify reasonSto diicourage the,purchase of tropical pets,

that come-from the rainforest Such as snakes, fishand exotic
birds. Conckict a debate-On the subject.. ,

Students createa poster forthe loCal,library depicting local
,plants and their uses.

COMMUNITY
Students create an "endangered plant'species" booklet that
includes'practical solutions to thiS global prOblem.

Making Standards Work SCience Page 1:
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively

.
W.

.

4
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ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

.'

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

. .

. .

1

i

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker
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4. Earth and Space,Science: Students know :and
understand.thaproCeises and interactions of

,Earth's systems and the structure and dynamiCs of
Earth and other objects in space:
4.4 'Students know the structure'of the solar

sYsteth, composition and interactions of
Objects In the universe, and how space Is
explored.

r-
c. comparing Earth to other planets

Thinking Skills: Mathematics, .

performs basic computations and SolveS" practical
problems by applying appropriate mathematical
techniques

Will and Company is a nbt-for-prOfit, multi:lingual; multi=cultural
theatre based at the Los Angeles Theatre. Center in driwritown
Los Angeles. The company 'performe work th.it addresSes the
issues of multi-culturalism in America today, the condition of
the environment we live in and theneeds of our classrabnig.
Will .& Company has created a Series:of plays and guides
designed to help young audiences grasRthe,concepts and
history of science in a hands -on interactive medium. The
series includes plays on Biblogy, Chemistry,; Mathematics; and
MOdern Physibs.

: Will & Company
614 South Spring. Street
Los Angeles; CA 90013

213/485-1631
213/489-3461. (fax)- .

AiitWw:ivillandcompany.Com

LEARNING'ACTIVITI ES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Students create a data table comparing Earth to the other eight
planets.- The following characteristics should be included in the
data table:

distance from.the Sun
temperature (day:and night)
size
composition

: revolution period
number, of moons ,

any:other characteristics student!s choice) -

Students then create graph fOr each planet.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING SKILLS: MATHEMATICS
The Mathematical concepts -used in this lesson are identified
and discussed. orking in small grOups and using. information,
from their data table;stUdents create a scale madel_of either.

-.the relatkie size.of planets, or the distanCe, from the 'sun, of each
planet.

. CAREER' DEVELOPMENT'
Communicate via the Internet with an astronomer or'astra-

bout how mathematicS is used to understand the
,solar syStern. Career development information'can also'be
gathered.'

, .

Visit a planetariUm and:invite a planetarium operator to give,a
presentation in regards. to theircareer.

COMMUNITY
Groiipaolstudents share their modelS with younger students
by showing and identifying the basic components of the solar '
system.

,ASSESSMENTS

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD.
Evaluate the students on their ability to

:deinonstrate their understanding of the structure, cbmpOsition
and interactions of the solar system ,
Compare the differences between Earth,and,the other planets
research the information for.their, data table. ,'

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING SKILLS:, MATHEMATICS.
Ei/alUate students on their

accurately complete their data table and graphs
use'correCt computations in creating their scale Models,
corriPlete their, model accurately,

Making' Standards Work 4 Science. Pa06
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively
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ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

s

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning
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Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies/
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of an effective worker
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5. Students know and Understand ;interrelationShips
among science, technology, anctriuman activity
and how they can affect the world. :

c. :deScribing hoW the use Of: technology can help
solve an individual or cOmmunity.problem,

TechriologySkills: Uses TechniCal Inforrnation
interprets and uses data generated.kom a:veriety
of technological

think SCienCe is interesting and fun: The. reason why is I .
think Science teaches about technology and other furithings!"

Debbie Trujillo, 6th Grader

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Students investigate how wastewater is cleaned: Students
then experiment with a variety of rmethbdS to clean the dirty
water and; report to the class on the Methods used Students
research community' wastewater treatment and technologieS

Write and illustrate a Story "The Journey of a Drop" that
follows a ckop of water from the time it goes dawn the
bathtub drain 'until if enters a river.' '

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
TECHNOLOdY,SKILLS: USES TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
Students compile a description of the different technologies
used.in water treatment, inCludirighowthey work, what they do,
and alternative; Methods of doing the same: thing.,

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Each student contributes to class technology list by asking
three adults to tell, them the technology. they use in their jobs.

COMMUNITY
-Invite a classroom speaker..to bring th6lools of their trade"
in a paper sack. As they bring out tools one at a time
students use 20 queitions to guess his/her career:
Conduct a study trip to a wastewater treatmentplaht focusing
on the technologY, used:

,

'Students design a pOster On the theme "Technology SoiveS
Many Problems".

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANI5ARD-..
Evaluate; students on'their ability to: ,`

accurately outline the proCess of watehreatment
deScribe the technology used; in water treatment ;
describe how.the population is affected by the technology
and process of water treatment;

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY.
,; TeCHisiOLOGY USES TECHNICAL

INFORMATION.
_ Evaluate students on their ability: .

identify data -sOurces for technical inforrnation regarding
:technology used in water treatment 1*

compare andcontrast various water treatment technologies
make, and defend conclusions "about the effectiveness of
'various, water treatment te'chnologies.

Making Standards Woek ScienCe - Pape
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively
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ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker
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6:- Students understand thatsCience involve§ a,

particular way of knowing and understand Cornmo'n
connections among scientific disciplines:

c. describing, contributions to the advancement of
science made by people in different cultures and at
_different times in-history

Communication ''Skills: Speaking., .. ..

_ clearly organiZesand' effectively peffectivelresents, ideas,,.. . .

orally -:' . ,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

ACADEMIC CONTENT,STANDARD
Profile list of,eVent§ or scientists throughout history (i.e.,
Mayan astronomers, the moon walk, Madame Curie ; Lednardo

Galileo, and'Sir Isaac Newton),: students choose a
topic for an in-depth -research presentation 'Students prepare a'
paper or othee written pre-Sentation (interview; dialOgbe, etc:)
that highlights the common connections between scientifiC
diSciplines, the advancements made, and the impact of the
sbientifip advanceenents today. '

WoRkpLACE:COMPETEN<Y.,
COMMUNICATION SKILLS: SPEAKING.
StudentS identify many different ways of presenting information
and the most effective techniques for doing SO: After.
researching and completing, -their written presentation,` students

.present their:findinds and opinions orally. to the class 'using
- some of the effective presentation techniques identified above.

-Students decide on the formatto be used (i.e forMal speech,
interview debate, etc.):

QUOTATION

"The trend We're seeing in the.workforce is Skill leiels are
falling every year We have got to start working with_people at
a riioch..younger age to prepare themlor work:"

Paul Herrick Human ResoUrceS
, ,

Nielsens Construction
'Serving the Western United States 'CAREER:DEVELOPMENT,

Connect a research facility in the community. or thrOugh,

the internto explore how:science disCoveries of the past
effect their work today. Career inforMation can also be

;gathered and shared through this interaction:

COMMUNITY ,

Student's combine their work to create a'presentation or play
about scientific adyancements and perform it for eleMentary
school 'students, senior centers or other interestedabdiences:

ASSESSMENTS'

_ .

'ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD:
. Eialuate students on their ability to

demOnstrate their understanding of common connections
between scientific'disbiplines
accurately identify the advancements that scientific concepts
have made, and how these acivandernentS impact ourlivee:

WORKPLACES COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION,SKILLS:,1SPEAKIN4
Evaluate the student's on their, ability to:

folloW'the research process note taking, resource
location, rough deaft, final draft)
organize: nforml'tiOn
speak Clearly.
use:eye contact

, use aids such as visual,- etc.

Making Standards Work Science Pacie 2
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SCIENCE..

Academic Content
Students understand,the'processes olscientific

investigation and design, conduct, and can

communicate. *out and evaluate such
investigations.

.
A - -

a 'asking questions and stating

hypotheses, using prior scientific

knowledge to'help guide their .1

development
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S.
.

creating.and defending a written plan

',of action fora scientific investigation

c. selecting and using appropridte

technologies to gather, process; and

analyze data and to report

infOrmation related to an investigation

'd., identifying major:sources of error or

' -uncertainty within an investigation

e. ,constructing.and revising,scientific'

exPlanations and. Models, using

evidence:logic, and. experiments that

include identifying and controlling

Variables

f. communicating and evalbating

Scientific. thinking that leads to

partiCular conclusions

,g: recognizing and analyzing, alternative

gDp eplanations and'models

.
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1. Students underetand the processes of scientific
investigation and design, conduct, communicate
about, and evaluate such investigations.

b. creating and defending a written plan of action for a
scientific investigation

Communication Skills: interpreting
delineates and analyzes oral and written _

information and synthesizes information into a
Conclusion

"I have never been interested in Saience until this year; when,1
actually,got to do "hands on work". NoW I am considering a career
in the field.",

Gwen, High School Student

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Students'complete their own investigation of a crime scene to
identify "Who Done Itr Students.receive notes from interviews

.of the witnesses to the crime and of the suspecte, as well as a_
list'of evidence collected. They also have access to the actual

.(physiCal) crime scenes where they can collect.additional
evidence and investigate their theories.,

Students participate in laboratory experiments in fingerprinting
(chemistry), chemical analysis of residues founat the crime
scene-(chemistry), ballistics (physics), and alternate light
source (chemistry and physics).

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD. ,

Evaluate students on their ability to:,
demonstrate an understanding of the scientific processes
involved in an investigation
defend their conclusion about who committed the' crime and
how it was committed. .

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION SKILLS: INTERPRETING
Evaluate students on their ability to:

collect accurate inforMation
interpret data derived from experiments accurately
apply data fo reach a conclusion
defend their conclusion:WORKPLACE COMPETENCY,

. COMMUNICATION SKILLS: INTERPRETING
The concept of interpreting is discussed. 'The class'
brainstorms strategies that are used to interpret information.
Studenis then interpret this information and apply it in their'
investigation of the crime.

CAREER.DEVELOPMENT
Students discuss,the,types of careers that are associated with
this activity. Examples_inckide: police officer, biologist,
geneticist, chemist, and coroner. Students invite locdl experts
in these fields to come to their classr:oom for a-panel discussion
regarding their roles in crime investigation and career
information. (Examples: Colorado BUreeu of Investigation,
Chemist from local' lab, DNA expert, etc.).

EXTENSIONS . .

. Students can use the Internet and other media sources (i.e.,
newspapers, television, radio) to'find out about noteworthy
criminal investigations in the past or present.

COMMUNITY
Students investigate-the media's'role in crime inVestigetion and
talk to school police about crime investigation at school.

Making Standards Work Science Page
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Academic Content Standard
2: Physical. Science: Students knoW and understand

common prOperties, formsand dhariges in matter

and energy.

2.2 Students know that energy appears in different

forMs, and can move (be transferred) and:change

(be transformed).

a. identifying, measuring, calculating,

and analyzing qU'antitative

relatiorishipe invol\ied with,energy,

forms "'

I. I

Workplace Competencies;
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b. identifying; measuring, calculating,

and analyzing qualitetiVe and

. quantitative relationships associated.

with energy transfer or energy

transformation, .
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2. Physical Science: Students know and understand
common properties, forms, and changes in matter
and energy.
2.2 .Students know that energy appears in

different forms, and can move (be transferred)
and change (be transformed).

a. identifying, measuring, calculating, and analyzing
quantitative relationships'involved with energy
forms

Worker'Qualities: Team Member
contributesto:group effort through cooperation and
consensus

eacherLINK is provided as a service to public ethicators" and
students; It contains links to wonderful eduCational resources,
ledsons plans, and classroori, activities, NASA edOcetional
materials, and much more.

Nathan SMith oSteve Soulier
Educational Resources and Technology Center

NASA Educator ResourCe Center
2845.01d Main Hill - Utah State Univer's'ity

Logan, UT 84322-2845
435/797 -3377 or 435/797 -2653 (respectively)

yvww.teacherlink.usU.edu

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Student teams desigria car using a mouse trap as the energy
Source. The car'ar must fit design constraints and achieve
minimum standards set tiy the instructor (distance traveled,,
etc). ';Students research and test this type of energy source and,
compare it to other types of sources (solar, rubber band, etc.)

ASSESSMENTS

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
-: -WORKER QUALITIES: TEAM. MEMBER.

The cies§ explores the ""do's and dont's"" of workihg as.a team,
member Student's work in teams_ to brainstorm ideas for the
design and then discuss prds and. cons of various design
features and any'modifications needed: Studente justify their.
ideas kir design and modifidation and come to agreement as to
Which design to use.

'ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate,students'on theirability to:

understand the principles of energy by specifically describing
energy and its different forms
design a car that meets,the design constraints
identifjt, measure; Calculate and analyze the quantitative
relationship of energy and their car (distance traveled, etc.),
modify design
describe at least two other energy sources and make
comparisons.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Students search the-Internet for information on race,car design
frOm Ford, Chevrolet, and/or other organizations. Students
extend their search to include information about careers, in this
indUstrY (i.e., chemist .for Ford who develops sun resistant

:paint; mechanic that works with the On-board computers 'of'
domestic cars; salesman that must explain the new fuel injector
on the car he -plans to sell to a concerned customer).

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
_WORKER. QUALITIES: TEAM MEMBER
Evaluatestudents on their ability to:

contribute to the group process (offers ideas and problem
solves)
serve asen integral part of the group -by collaborating and
working through conflicts
develop strategies for accomplishing teeth objectives.

COMMUNITY
Stddents investigate the advantages and disadvantages of
cars, buses, and light rail in terms of energy consumption.

EXTENSIONS'.
Studentsan participate in National Renewable Lai) solar car
races. Using distance and time students determine the.speed
of their car. Using speed and time, students determine the
acceleration of their cars. Students use the computer to graph
'the collectectdata.

89
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SCIENCE
Academic Content:Standard;,
3. Life Science: Students know andunderstand the

characteristiOs and structure of living things, the

processes of life, and flow living things interact with

each other and,their environment. "
."

3.t Students know and Understand the

characteristics of living thing% the diversity of life,
.

and how, living things interact with each other and

their:environment.'

GRADES 9-12
BENCHMARKS

a.. using and producing a variety of

classification system's for organisms

,ems

gQ o<e

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to receive and relay

information clearly and effectively

(b.

R\4'C\

Workplace Competencies

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Demonstrates skills to effectively and
efficiently operate within a workplace

cc`e

:43

THINKING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability

to use reasoning

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to work

with a variety of technologies

\c,
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WORKER QUALITIES
Demonstrates the characteristics

of an effective worker

Qi
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b. predicting and describing. the

interactions of population's and

'ecosystems.

c: ekplaining how adaptations of an

organism determine its niche (role) in
.

-,..the environment

d. explaining,how changes in an

ecosystem.dan affect biodKOrsity and:

how biodiver'sity contributes:to an
,

ecosystem s stability.

-e. analyzing'the dynamic equilibrium of

ecosysteMs,.including interactions

among living and nonliving

components

91
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Life Science: ,Students know and understand the
charedieristics and structure of living ihings; the-
processes of life, and how living things interact with :
each other and their environment. .

3 ;1 Students know and understand the
characteristics of living things, the diversity of-
life, and how living things interact with each
other and with their environment.

predicting and describing the interactions,of
populations and eco'systems

Organizational Skills:, Using Resources ,

identifies, organizes, plans and allocates:resources

RESOURCE

The American Geophysical Union` (AGU) is a -nonprofit
'.organization 'established in 1919 by the National Research

.

Council. AGU has supplied an organizational framework within
which geophysicists have created programs- and products to
advance their science. In .1972, AGU was ,incorporated in the
District of Columbia and membership was opened to scientists
and students worldwide. AGU is now an active community of over
35,000 scientists from 115 countries.

American Geophysical Union
2000 Florida Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20009-1277
800/966-2481 (North America only)

202/328-0566 (fax) ,

service@kosmOs.agu.org (email)
http://www.agu.org

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

'ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
As a class, brainstorm a liSt of wild anirnals that'live in.
Colorado. Each student pioks an animal from the list to
research. Students research the natural habitat and identify
the type of,erivironment that the animal needs for survival.'
Students identify any changes to the animals natural habitat
and,how the animal has adapted to those changes... Students,
explore how the rate of envii:onmentarchange.may exCeed.the
capacity of organisms to respond to change, leading-to the
extinction of species.

,ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD'
Evaluate students on their ability to:

cOndLict research effectively andefficientli
present research conclusions in an appropriate format and in
a well-organized manner

. "
' analyze the impact of changes in the environment on the

animal , ,

pose and defend a conciuSion about the rate of environment
change: ,

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY'-
ORGANIZATIONAL-SKILLS: USING RESOURCES'
Students identifY resources to support their research and use a -

variety of resources including,a personal interview with an
expert in the field:

`WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
.ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS: USING RESOURCES
Evaluate students on their ability to:"

identify, a variety of resources;
use Various resources aPpropriately
complete a personal interview with an expert and use the
information obtained in'an appropriate manner.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
As studentS conduct their, interviews of experts, they will alsO
explore the education and training requirements and job
responsibilities of the experts field.

COMMUNITY
, sAs a class, present research findings to, the wildlife or parks

and recreation division in the community and brainstorm
ideas for creating animal and,people-friendly areas.
Get involved in a service-learning project such as river bank
restoration, wetlands preservation, etc.

Making Standards Work Science Page 2



SCIENCE:.
Aeaderriic :Content- Standard ,

4. Earth and Space SCierice: Students knOW and

understand the processes and interactions of Earth s

systeMs and the structure and dynamics of Earth and

other objects in space.

4.3 Students know major sources of, water, its uses,.

importance, and Odic patterns of movement through

the environment.

a identifying and explaining factors that

influence the quality of water'needed

'to sustain life

b. identifying and analyzing the costs,

benefitS, and aonseqUences'otusing'

water resources ,

c.. explaining interactions betw,een water

and other Earth systems

, ,

d. explaining interrelationships between

the circulation oceans and weather

and Climate

'
I

Workplace Competencies
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4'. Earth and Space Science: Students know.and
understand the processes and interactions of
Earth's systems and the structure and dynamics of
Earth and other objects in space.
4.3 Students know major sources of water, its ,

uses, importance, and cyclic patterns, of
movementthrough the environment.

. .

,

a. identifying and, explaining factors that influence the
quality,of water needed to sustain life '

Thinking. Skills: Analyzing
identifies bias of infprmation sources, evaluates
contradictory information and effectively manages
information

RESOURCE

The, International Association; for the ,Properties of Water and
Steam (IAPWS) is an international non-profit association of
national organizations concerned with the thermophysical
properties of water and steam, particularlY those properties Of
high-temperature steam; water and aqueous systems that are
relevant to thermal power,cycles and otherindustrial applications.

International AssoCiation for the properties of Water andStearn
http://www.iapws.org/

LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD'.
Students create a diorama that depicts the,water cycle and its
interaction with the physical environment and organisms. The
diorama should,include the human interaction with water that
can.inipact water quality such as runoff, snowmaking, .mining,-
development, etc.

ASSESSMENTS

WORKPLACE'COMPETENGY
THINKING SKILLS: ANALyZING.
Students identify the skills needed inenalyzing. Students
identify experts with different opinions about an aspect of water,
quality inipact of global warming, need for conservation,
impact,of pollution, effectiveness of federal regulations to
promote water quality, etc.). Students identify possible biases
of the experts and reach their,oWn opinion about the issue.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate students on 'their ability to:
, create a diorama that accurately.dePicts the water cycle

explain the process of the water cycle
'identify ways water is important to life
describe the cause/effect relationships between types of
human interactions that can impact water quality.

*CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite a guest speaker from the Department of Water
Management,-water board, or local Environmental.Health
Department to disduss conservation. The ,speaker also
discue'ses the requirements of his/her field and describe
various careers in the field or students use the internet to
discover careers in this area.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY..
THINKING SKILLS: ANALYZING
EValuate students on their ability to:
, lOcate a variety of expert opinionS

identify bias of information
evaluate'contradictory infbrmation sources
reach and defend a conclueion based on the information.

COMMUNITY
Students create a poster showing the water cycle and the

, impact of pollution and increasing demand for water.
Students display pbeters around the gchool about the,
importance of water conservation:
Visit a water treatment plant or a wastewater, treatment plant:

-'and: interview the chemist who maintains the quality of the
water sUpply1'.

EXTENSIONS
.

Conduct water tests on waterfrom different homes ,of
different ages for lead. 1 ''

Conduct water tests on water, from a nearby creek or pond,
Test it for dissolved oxygen, PH, nitrates and phosphates.
Use a spreadsheet program to graphically.represent the
results from .the wateriests. :

Making Standards Work Science Page z 5 au oIP



SCIENCE
Academic Content Standard.
5. Students know and understand interrelationships

among science; technology, and human activity and'

how they can affect the world.
,

a.. analyzing benefits, limitations,- costs,

and consequences involVed in using

technology orresources

b. analyzing how the introduction of a ."

new technology has affected br`could

affect human activity

c. "demonstrating the interrelationshiPt

between Science and technOlody

d. explaining the use of technology in an
'oCci.ipation

I

. ,
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Workplace CoMpetencies
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5. 'Students know and understand interrelationships

among science, technolOgy, and human activity
and how they can affect the world.:

a. analyzing benefits, limitations, casts,, and
consequences inyolved in using technology or
resources

Communication Skills: Persuading
communicates ideas to justify poSition, overcome -

resistance and convince others, ;

QUOTATION

"In the imaging business, we must create a bridgebetween the:.
customer and a highly technical production environment. A high
school graduate must have excellent communication skills
(reading, writing,'speaking and listening); a Math and science
backgroUnd with Physics and ChemiStry components; and an art
background, -with emphasis on the aesthetics of color and form,
are requirements."

Dan Avery, President
Heritage Imaging SerViCes, Inc..

.ACADEMICCONTENT STANDARD
With hundreds millions of, barrels of oil consumed each year in
the USA alone to produce nitrogen fertilizer, students will
evaluate alternatives for generating the necessary. nutrients
required to meet.what is'projectedfo be double theworld fOOd
demand in the next twenty years.- As well as the relationships
between science, technology, and human activity:,-In Small
groups, students research the Costs and risks to the
environment in produCing more fertilizers as opposed to
creating, new, varieties of nitrogen- ixing planti. Finally,
Students will present their findings and Persuade otherS as to
the validity of their conclUsions. .

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
EyalUate students on their ability to:

demOnstrate their understanding of 'relationships between
science, technology, and human activity ,

thoroughly research. pertinent issues, benefits, limitation's and
consequences
draw logical conclusions
research, organize, analyie and present results.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION SKILLS: PERSUADING
Evaluate students on their ability to:

identify characteristics of persuasion and examples of and
Careers that_utilize.persUasion '

logically assess accumulated infOrmation
evaluate contradictory inforrnation"

, formulate'and defend conclusions: reasonably and soundly
based on the findings and differing positions orpoints of Vievii

,=expressed.

WORKPLACE, COMPETENCY
COMMUNICATION. SKILLS: -PERSUADING
The class-discusses what makes a persuasive argument and
identify several areas,where the skill of persUasion is used.
Students weigh the costS:and benefits of each approach in
proViding fOod for the world needs. :Among themselves, they
will' decide which approach to recommend and report their.'
..findings in, a mock. forurnby role playing thevarious,interests
repreSented by. thii Issue. Students then justify'their stance,
and use persuasion to convince interested; parties.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Invite an adriculturarahernist to repOrt the current energy and

,environmental costs in producing nifrogen-based
Invite a genetic engineer to:speak about the prospectsof
engineering a new variety of nitrogen-fixing plants.

'EXTENSIONS
This activity'cobld be linked'to social studies by focusing on
the of each alternative.

a farming/ranchind'corrimunity, this activity could be linked'
to practical of cost vs. yield for fertilizing a
field of crops.

COMMUNITY
As part 6f the mock forum; invite 'a farmer-or rancheri.

petroleum engineer, chemiSt, power company and EPA
representatives, water quality monitor, and bio-engineer tube
present in additiorr.to local gOverning authorities and'
community- members. With each vested interest; students will
be confronted with challenges to defend in their analysis and
presentation.
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SCIENCE
Academic dontent Standard,'

; 6. Students understand that science involves a ,

particular way of knowing and understand cornrrion

connections among scientific disciplines.
I

.

GRADES 9-12
BENCHMARKS

a. evaluating print and visual media for ,

scientific evidence, bias, or opinion

I

Workplace Competencies
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b. explaining that,the scientific way of

knbwing uses a Critique'and

cohsensu§.process

c. using graphs, equations, or other:

models to-analyze,systems,involving

'Change and constancy

d: analyzing and comparing models of

cycliechahge as used within and

among scientific disciplines,:

e. identifying and predicting cause;' ,

effect relatioilship's within asysterri

f. identifying and describing the

:dynamics Onatural systems

104
g. :identifying and testing a model to

analyze systeMS involving change

`atidcontancy
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6. Students understand that science involves a
. particular way of knowing and understand common

connections among scientific disdiplines.

e: identifying, and predicting, cause-effect relationships
within a systern

Thinking Skills: Problem Solving
identifies and, recognizes a problem, considers
alternatives, devises and implements a logical
plan of action

The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), founded in
1944 and headquartered in. Arlington, Virginia, is the largest
organization in the world: committed-to promoting excellence and
innovation insdience teaching and learning for all. NSTA!s curreht
membership of more than 53,000 includes science, teachers,
science' supervisors, administrators; scientists, business and
industry representatives, and others involved inscienceeducation.

National Science Teachers Association
1840 Wilson Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22201-3000
703/243'77100

http: / /www.nsta.org

-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Students explore the relationship,between increased heavy

. metal concentrations in water supplies'and the aggravating
'effects of acid mine-drainage and preparation. Through
research and experimentation, they identify the sources of

. heaVy metal contamination and increased acidity in rainwater'
and predict consequences for the biosphere.

Students design laboratory experiments to deteCt the presence
and concentration of heayy metal ions in water (chemistry) to
investigate industrial causes,Of acid precipitation (chemistry
and environmental science) and to explore the effects of heavy,
metal concentrations and acidity on fish populations (biology).
Students interpret their results in combination with their

. research on -the sources of such contaminants 'td predidi
environmental and to propose mitigation efforts.

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING SKILLS: PROBLEM' SOLVINC-
Studdnts identify the steps in problem Solving and examples of :.
Kow we use this process in our daily lives. Students use these
stepsto condUot the scientific research' experiment.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT ,

Students enlist the aSsistance of experts in careers impacted
by the scope of their study, such as:

engineers (mining: powerplant, water treatment plant)
environmental chemists

' wildlife managers
EPA Super Fund Cleanup Supervisors

COMMUNITY ,

StudentS research the sources of heavy metal, SOx and NOx
,emissions within their school and community and make
recommendations for changing praaticeS which would' reduce,
the levels of each containment' Studentsengage in a service-
learning project to conduct an on-going investigation of water
quality in a local Stream or river.

ASSESSMENTS.

ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARD
Evaluate the students ontheirabil4 to:,

demonstrate their Understanding of the cause-effect
relationship of heavy metal ions on organisms
make reasonable concluSioni about acids' ability to increase'
heavy metal concentrations, based on experimental results
demofistrate their' understanding of the cause-and-effect
nature of the problem from source through the transport
Within the environment, to ultimate consequences:

WORKPLACE COMPETENCY
THINKING'SKILLS: PROBLEM SOLVING
Evaluate the stOdents on their ability to:

identify the steps in.prOblem solving and giVe examples
thoroughly research and identify Sources of the problem
consider alternatives and makes conclusions
present a realistic plan Of action.

EXTENSiONS.
Students write 'a short Story describing a"W,orstcase' Scenario.
for runaway contamination which prOdUces dire consequendes`.

; for an imaginary community.

B.S.C.S. (BialOdical Science CurriCulum Study) has 6'4 ,
step problem solving model (I.D.E.A.):
I - identify the prObleM
D - deacribe the Options
E'- evaluate the options

A - arrive at a docisiOn

105
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Standard 4 Grades, K =4
This rubric is associated With the activity'on Page:13b,

Assessment'
'Academic Standard:
4). Earth and. Space Science: Students,
know and understand the processes
and interactions. of Earth's systems and
the structure and dynamics of Earth
and other objects in space. ;

4.2)'Students know and understand the
general` characteristics of the
atmosphere and fundamental
processes of weather.

,.:Benchmark: .

a. Recognizing that the sun is a
a

.
principal sourcof Earth's heat and'
light.

n Progress

'Academic Standard:
Student is unable to*State-
attributesof the, sun,' or the attributes
giVen are unclear.
Student is unable to correctly,
Oate the sun's 'relationship to other
planets in the solar system.
Student can not state
accurately both poSitive and a'
negatiVe influence that the sun has

,

On the earth.
Student' attempts to, measure
air temperature above the soil in the
cups. Data and; graph are incomplete
or inaccurate.

Essential

Academic Standard:.
StudentS:

Student can state at least one
accurate attribute of the sun.
Student,danstate that the sun
provides light and heat energy to the

:earth.
Student'can identiiy at least
One PoSitiVaand negative influence
the sun' has on the.earth. .

Student Measures, a:temperature
above the soirin the cups. Data
may be incomplete. Graph may
have .several errors.

Workplace CompetencY:-
Organizational SkillS: Systems
Thinking ,

understands the' nature of syStenis,
developS and adapts 'Systems to

s. meet Organizational needs..

. ,

Workplace Competency:
Student is unsure that there
was a difference,between air

'terriperatures above the soil cups.
Student has difficulty. using
temperature data to support 'why'
there should be a difference in
temperatures.

Workplace Competency:
Siudeni states that there was
a difference,ofairtemperature ,

betWeen the 2 cups.
Student attempts to describe.'why'
the, difference .was detected but the
Statement -maY,not be.based on the
data. Collected.

Proficient

Academic Standard:
Students:"

,StUdent can state.at least 3
'attributes' of .the sun. s.

StUdent can accurately place the
.'sun at,the,benter of solar system
land, state that the Sun prOvides light
and heat energylto the earth.
Student:dan identify, at least 2
Positive:and negative influences the-,
sun has on the earth
'Student accurately measures air,
temPerature above the soil in the
cups for 30 minutes.- Data may be
incomplete for the five-.MinUte
intervals: Graphrriay display minor
errors.

Workplace' Competency:
Student states a difference of air;
temperature between the,2 cup's &
describes this difference using data
collected.
Student uses the,difference between
ihe two cups .(ohe cup of soirsealed
ina bag and the other not) within
their stated donclusion.,

Advanced

Academic Standard:-
Students::

Studerit can state 5 or more
attribute thasun. ,
'Student can. accurately place.the,
sun at the center of the solar
System and,can state that the sun
provides light and heat energy to, '
the earth and to Other Planets.
Student can identify 3 or more';:
positive and negative influences the
Sun' has On the earth:
Student accurately measures the air
terriperatures above the soil placed
in oupt every 5 minutes:for 30
minutes.,: Data is cOmplete, Data is
:plotted accurately on a graph.

'Workplace' Competency:
'Student States, a difference of air
ter:hp:between the 2 clips and
explains, the difference using a
cause-effect relationship (such as),
"because one-cup of soil was

'sealed in a-bag (closed system), the
air temp. increased: other
Cup was not and had regular. air'
aboie.it (Open system), the temp.
did not increase as much:'' '1.0 7
Student demonStrates systems
thiriking using the organized test
re'stilts:



Standard 1 - Grades 5-8
This rubric is associated with, the activity on Page 16b

Assessment

Academic Standard:
1). Students understand the procets of
scientific investigation and design,
conduct, communicate about and
evaluate such investigations.
e. using, appropriate tools, technologieS,

and .measurement units to-gather
and organize data.

In Progress

Academic Standard:
EXpertment directions were not,
,followed for successful results'.
ExperiMent was not:completed.
The hypothesis is not stated or is
unclear.
Observations are not listed dr'are
insufficient.

. Further investigative questions ,are
missing or are insufficient to develop
a new hypothesis.
No new hypothesis is stated.

Workplace Competency:'
' Technology-Skills: Selects Technology

chboses'apprdpriate procedures,
tools or equipment

Workplace competency:
The group can not choose the
appropriate technology tooifor'e
completion of the lab report before
the deadline given.
The group has an incomplete lab'
report. Missing some sections and
pictures.

Essential

Academic Standard:
Experimentdirections were followed
with some steps,being skipped or
some steps being rushed through.
Hypothesit is stated but may not
lead to observable results:
Five or less observations are listed.
Observations may not be detailed or
be differentiated.
One investigative questions is given.
Question ..may be unclear 'or be too

.similar. to the original hypothesis.
Question may not,be based on
obseryations.
Anew hypothesis is stated but may
not lead to observable resultacir
maybe too similar to the original
hypothesis.

Workplace Competency:
- ,The group chooses the appropriate

technologY tool for completiOn of the
labreport by the given deadline.
The .group has a, very:basic lab
report but doet not adhere to the
required format., Several spelling
and grammatical errors may exist.
Atleast one section may be missing
and only one picture is inclOcled.

Proficient

Academic Standard:
Experiment directions were
followed to Completion.

4, A hypothesis is stated at the
beginning Of the investigation.
At lease seven differentiated,
understandable, and detailed
observations are listed.
At least one investigative question,
is listed.
A new hypothesis is'stated.

Workplace Competency:
The, group chooses the 6pPropriate
tool for comPletion of the lab, report
before the given deadline.
The group has a completed report,
and followed the required format.
Minor spelling and grammatical
errors may exist. 'The report
includes all 'required sections and at
least three pictures:

Advanced
Academic Standard:

Experinient directions were followed
in a systematic, step-by-step; and
Complete manner.

hypOthesis is 'Clearly stated at the
beginning of the investigation.
At least ten or moradifferentiated,
understandable:and detailed
observations are listed.

'At least two or more clear and
understandable investigative
questions are listed. Questions are
based on recorded.obserVations.
A new hypothesis is clearly stated:
and' is. based upon the investigative-
qUestions.

Workplace Competency:
The group chooses the apPropriate
technology tool for completion of the
lab report well before the deadline'
and may use time outside of clatt
to work. .

_The group has a complete lab, report
following the required format. Few,
if any, spelling and grammatical,
errors exist. The report includes all
required sections and'five or more

-pictures: '
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Standard 1 - Grades 9 -12
This rubrit is associated:with the activity on Page 22b

111E1=0111
'Academic Standard::
1). Students uriderStand the ProceSses
Of scientific` investigation and design,
conduct, 'communicate about, and

'..;evaluate, such investigationS:,
b. creating and defending a written:

plan-of aCtion fora scientifiO
inyettigation:.

In .Progress.::

Academic Standard:
InVestigatiVe procesewas not,
followed forsuccessful results:
Investigation was not completed.'
ObserVations based on witness
'interviews and visits to the crime
scene are not listed'Or are insufficient:;

' Data from physical testing are not
given or are inSuffiCient,
Stated conclusion is weak and not
fully based on the gathered
supporting evidence.

IV.:' :SAMPLE RV BRIC

Essential
Academic Standard:

- Investigation process followed With
some steps being skipped dr Some
steps being rushed through. ;

Five or fewer observations based on:
witness interviews and ,Visits to the
crime sceneare recOrded.
Observations may,lack details.

Datatable showing analysis of.
physical testing is incomplete
inaccurate.
Conclusion is stated but may be
inaccurate and,not based fufly on all
the evidence gathered.

Proficient

, Academic Standard:
Investigation prOcess followed to

A 'completion..
At least seven observations based'.
on witness interviews and visits` to
the crime scene arerecorded;
Details-mostly given.
Data table shoviiS .analysis of at
leaSt three phySicaltaboratorY,tests.
Results, accurately displayed: .

Conclusion demonstrates analysis
of most of the given Obeervations'
and experimental-testing:,

Workplace Competency:
CoMmUnication Skills Interpreting

delineates, and analYzes oral and
Written 'information and synthesizes-
information into a conclusion

,.Workplace Competency:
- In a Written report, :the given .

Statementto defend the ConclutiOn'iS
incomplete simply, guessed"
Little or no systematic thinking it

-demonstrated within the written
conclusion using an ihyeStigative
"Process of.elimination".teahniq0e.

Workplace Competency::
In a written report, the given

.statement to defend the conclusion .

is based on some 'of' the gathered
obse,rvations and physical testing.
The'method of "guesSing" may be

-apparent due to an incomplete
investigation:
The cOnClusiOn is attempted but
inadequately; defended using higher-
order thinking skills (analysie,and
synthesis).

:Workplace Competency:
In a written report; the given
,statement to defend the boncluSinon
is based on 'an,analysis and
synthesiS of at least,seven pieces
of evidence gathered during the
inVestigative 'process.

The conclusion. is defended by
presenting evidence that eliminates
who "didn't do it", but may be
insufficient (process of elirnination).

Academic Standard:
Inestigation-proceSs was followed
in a systematic; step7by-step and
complete manner.
Ten or more observations based on
witness interviews and visits to the
crime scene are accurately and
clearly recorded.- .Details are given;

p Data table shOWs analysiS offive or
More laboratory results of physical
tests. Results are neatly,and
accurately displayed:
Conclusion demonstrates analysis
of all given observation's and .

experimental, testing.

-

Workplace Competendy:
lh a written repOrt, the given
'statement to defend the concluSion.
is based on a SyntheSis of ten or

`more piecesof evidence' gathered
during the investigative process.

: The conclusion is, defended by
presenting evidenCethat clearly
supports who "didn't do it "; process
of, elimination'and systems thinking
are demonstrated.



SCHOOLTO-CAREER REGIONAL
RESOVRCE CENTERS

the-following resource centers were created to support Colorado communities in building
local School-tO7Career Partnerships. thiS support includes: materials, technical support,
orientation and specific content presentations, and profeSsional development
oppoiiunities ,Please contact the center in.you(area kir more inforriation.

Region .1 - Northern Colorado
Connie Long.
Aims Community College
Continuing Education DiviSion
'5590 11th Street
Greeley, CO 80634
Phone: (970) 330-8008 X6740:

, E-Mail: connielong@ceo.dtklenver. edu
. (Counties: Larimer, Weld, Morgan, Logan, Sedgwick, Phillips, Washirigion, YUma Elbert, Lincoln,
Kit Carson, and Cheyenne)

Region 2 - Denver/Metro
Gary Price & Alice Potter
School-to-Career Resou'rce Center.
Community College of Denver

Box 173363
Campus Box 614
Denvei, CO 80217-3363
Phone: (303) 556-2592

garY_g.Lprice:@ ceo:cudenver. edu OR alice_potter@ceo.cudenver. edu
(Counties: Adams:Arapahoe, Boulder, Gilpin;IClear Creek, Jefferson, Denver, Douglas)

, 5

Region 3 .Central'Colorado
,Ed Bowen
Pikes Peak Community College
5675 Solith Academy Boulevarti;
Colorado, Springs,' CO 80906
phone.: (719) 540-7357
E-Mail: std@ppcc.cccoes.edu
`(Counties: -Park, Chaffee, Teller, El Paso, Fremont, Custer, Pueblo)

112,

Regicin 4 - Southern Colorado
Julie Sumpter.
Otero Junior College
1802 Colorado Avenue,
La Junta, .CO 61050
Phone: (719) 3846835
E-Mail: julie.surripter@ojc;ccdoesledu
(Counties: CroWley;,Kiowa, Otero, Bent, PrOwers, Baca, Las Animas, Huerfano, Costilla;
AlaMosa, Conejos, Rio Grande, Mineral, Saguaehe)

Region 5 SouthWestern Colorado
Barbara. Milicevic
9 West Main
Cortez, CO 81321
phone: (970). 565-7717
E-Mail: storv@fone.het
(Counties: Delta, Gunnison, Montrose,- Ouray, San. Miguel,
Mbntezuma, La Plata)

Region 6 - Western Colorado-
Gail Sinith
P.O.'Box 4548
FriSco, CO 80443
Phone: (970) 668=1120
E-Mail: gail smith@ceo.audenver. edu.
(Counties:. Moffat,. Rautt, Jackson; Grand, Summit, Eagle, Lake,
Blanco)

Pitkin, Mesa,

113'
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MAKING STANDARPS.W01*K 'EVALUATION

The Colorado Department of Education and The Colorado Sphool-to=Career
P.4etnership would' apPreci.4te :your comments about Making,Standards Work
Handbooks..

Please lake,a minute, to complete, this eValuation.

Any sUggestions,for extending the use.of this book?
(for exorable: other areaS'ofinterest, additional activities, distribution).

Name (Optional) PoSitiOn I. Are you a Making Standards Work author'? , Yes

SehOol District

Grade Le vel 'Elem. Middle School High School Other .

Overall value of .handboOk: Oboe, air :Good' Excel len

Quality of information
USefulneSs for eclucatorS
Forrhai of information

To reqUest additional copieS..of the Geography Handbook, plese contact:
. . ,

Career:&,-Technical EdOcation ReSOuebe, Center. Of Colorado
1059 yosernite Street, Bldg. 758, Rooth-117
Aurora, CO.. 80010
phone: (303) 340',7350
fax (303) 34077353
wWw.cterc.cctoes,edu

Any: comments about how you : adapted the learning activities: to meet, your Or E -mail; .cter.d@c6cS..cccoe.edu
, .

Ili: 'Number of students impacted by,the:classrOom activities presented in this
handbbbk: Approximately:

1.

Thank you.

Making Standards'WOrli ,.ScienCe Page t=t6=IMAM
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cde
Colorado Department of Education

201 East Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

(303) 866-6600
http://www.cde.state.co.us

COLORADO,,
School-to-Career Partnership-)
Connecting Communities, Classrooms & Careers Colorado School-to-Career Partnership

1580 Logan Street; Suite 410
Denver, Colorado 80203
(303) 894-2060 * Fax: (303) 894-2064
http://www.cde.state.co.us/cdesarb/public/s-t-c.htm 118
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